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ABSTRACT
Paired role-play is a common collaborative activity in lan-
guage learning classrooms, adding meaning and cultural con-
text to the learning process. This is complemented by teachers’ 
immediate and explicit feedback. Interactive tools that pro-
vide explicit feedback during collaborative learning are scarce, 
however. More commonly, supporting dialogue practice takes 
the form of computer-aided single-student read-and-record 
activities. This limitation is partly due to the complexity of 
processing language learners’ speech in unconstrained tasks. 
In this paper, we assess the value of pronunciation error de-
tection algorithms within a realistic, software-aided, paired 
role-playing task with beginning learners of French. We found 
that students’ pronunciations improve regardless of the type of 
error detector employed – even for those using simple heuris-
tics. We suggest that speech technologies for language learn-
ing have been too focused on engineering goals. Instead, new 
interactive designs supporting collaboration may be used to 
overcome engineering limitations and properly support stu-
dents’ engagement.
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INTRODUCTION
Paired role-play is a staple of modern language learning. 
Paired role-play appears in task-based language learning [33]. 
In this pedagogy, students must work together in their new 
second language to complete a task. The task is structured 
to make use of the target language, and may explicitly or im-
plicitly draw attention to its structures. It has been observed 
that language learners will employ a number of communica-
tive strategies that can add meaning to the language learning 
process [22].
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For advanced learners, paired role-play does not require many
additional resources - it is sufficient to have learners engage in
direct communication (face-to-face or through text or video
chat). However, for beginner learners who have yet to develop
conversational fluency, some explicit, immediate feedback
is necessary. Explicit feedback is known to be beneficial to
language learning [8, 34].

Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) applications
could take on some of the logistical responsibility of the
teacher in the role-playing by providing timely, targeted feed-
back to language learners. But research and commercial pro-
nunciation assessment products for language learning have
been dominated by read-and-record activities that mimic the
environment in which those technologies have been trained.
The question of whether speech-based CALL technologies
can be applied to more realistic language activities, such as
paired role-playing tasks, still remains unexplored.ăThis is
due in part to a lack of research on interactive design.

In this paper, we explore whether a specific component of
CALL applications, the Pronunciation Error Detector (PED),
can be used to provide explicit feedback in paired role-playing
between beginner language learners. In the Background Sec-
tion, we outline how PEDs are made and how they have been
used in CALL. To judge its efficacy and suitability in sup-
porting more collaborative tasks such as paired role-playing,
we designed an experiment (described in the Method Section)
that only varies the quality of the PED in order to avoid any
confounding effects such as new features or teaching styles.
Our results illustrate that all forms of PED can lead to signif-
icant improvements in participants’ pronunciation over time
when embedded in a larger learning context, regardless of
the intrinsic performance of a PED. The results also suggest
that a larger proportion of variability in performance is due to
dynamics between participants, rather than between a partici-
pant and the application. We discuss how HCI practitioners
can avoid the complexity of speech technologies and leverage
group dynamics in the Opportunities for HCI Section.

BACKGROUND
It is well known that second language learners are often unable
to hear the difference between sound groupings (phonemes)
that are distinct to native speakers of the target second lan-
guage [16, 15, 3]. Some distinctions can drastically affect
the intelligibility of the learner’s speech. Of those surveyed
in [6], a majority of teachers agree that pronunciation should
be taught to second language learners, but only a minority
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have formal training. This justifies the efforts spent in areas
such as Computer-Assisted Pronunciation Training (CAPT) (a
subfield of CALL). In this section we briefly survey CAPT,
discuss how some of its technologies support pronunciation
training, and identify the gaps in that support.

CAPT research expanded in the early 1990s with the advent of
better acoustic models for automatic speech recognition [14].
Initially focused on special needs groups, CAPT grew largely
independently from traditional language learning. Although
its achievements were difficult to incorporate into the then-
dominant communicative approach to language learning [32],
which strongly favoured implicit feedback, empirical evidence
in favour of CALL [40], the more relaxed view on metalinguis-
tic feedback in newer pedagogies, and more technologically
savvy teachers [17] helped to ease CAPT into the mainstream.
More information on the history of speech technologies in
CALL can be found in [14].

There are three broad classes of research on CAPT. The first
is the classifier type, common in engineering circles, which fo-
cuses on designing algorithms that, given some input set, gen-
erate an output which closely matches some possible output.
In the case of PEDs, the inputs are recording segments and the
outputs are scores that label how well the speaker pronounced
the target segment. PEDs judge speech according to various
criteria (e.g. nativeness/accentedness, comprehensibility, or in-
telligibility) at various segment granularities (phoneme, sylla-
ble, word, prosody, rhythm, or phrase). Overviews of this class
of research can be found in be found in [38, 14]. The second
class, founded in pedagogical theory, consists of reflections on
past experience (e.g. [31, 9]), with the goal of presenting the-
ories or guidelines to educators on how CALL may facilitate
learning. The third class can broadly be characterized as HCI-
related, mostly in the form of usability studies. While the goal
of these studies can vary considerably [19], the usual approach
with respect to CAPT is to present a larger CALL application
and evaluate it with user satisfaction surveys, expert (teacher)
critique, oral exams, or some combination thereof. Golonka
et al. [18] provide examples of technologies that have been
explored from pedagogical and HCI standpoints.

A number of well-known commercial CALL systems perform
some kind of spoken language assessment. Babbel1 appears to
use template matching against native speakers’ utterances in
its PED2. Rosetta Stone3 has published on using edit distances
at the phoneme level for the purposes of error detection [35].
There has also been CAPT activity within Duolingo4, although
details on its implementation are sparse. An overview of
commercial products that use PEDs can be found in [38].

A number of research projects build PEDs into their applica-
tions, too. Ville is talking-head software that implements a
suite of pronunciation exercises [37]. It has been evaluated
with post-study user surveys. PLASER [25], developed for

1https://www.babbel.com/
2http://blog.babbel.com/tech-background-babbel-speech-
recognition/
3http://www.rosettastone.com/
4https://www.duolingo.com/

children, contains a number of pronunciation activities, includ-
ing read-along exercises and minimal-pair speaking exercises.
PLASER was evaluated by a combination of user and teacher
surveys. A 3-month longitudinal assessment of students’ pro-
nunciations was also perfromed. However, their improvement
was judged only according to the PED’s built-in metric. A pro-
totype was developed in [39] that likewise featured a number
of pronunciation activities. A usablility study of the prototype,
which included eye tracking, click tracking, and success rate
of activities, was performed to determine what aspects of the
program participants found most useful. DISCO [12] has re-
peatedly been assessed over the years using expert (teacher)
and user reviews. In DISCO, players engage in dialogues
with the application, choosing their responses from a series of
written prompts. The player must speak the prompt, at which
point a number of pronunciation errors may be highlighted. A
predecessor to DISCO, called Dutch-CAPT, was validated in
a month-long assessment [27]. Adult participants’ abilities to
pronounce Dutch words were assessed by experts at the be-
ginning and end of the experiment. In addition to performing
classwork, participants were placed in one of three experi-
mental conditions. In the control, participants received no
extra pronunciation training. In another, participants were pro-
vided an abridged version of Dutch-CAPT, where automated
pronunciation feedback was replaced with a simple record-
and-playback mechanism. In the final condition, participants
were provided the full Dutch-CAPT, including the automatic
feedback provided by a PED. It should be noted that students
were distributed to classrooms non-randomly and that those
classrooms had significant differences in pronunciation skill
prior to the experiment. The authors found that each experi-
mental condition led to fewer mistakes over time, but with no
significant difference between the conditions. The authors did,
however, find a significant positive improvement of the PED
condition over the record-and-playback condition on certain,
“target” phonemes post hoc.

There are two critical concerns that arise from the above prod-
ucts and research. First, to the best of our knowledge, pronun-
ciation training only occurs as a read-and-record activity. The
activity is more a reflection of the way that PEDs are trained
than of an underlying pedagogy. The read-and-record task
is built to remove other sources of error, such as unexpected
words or false starts. As a result, it fails to account for the cog-
nitive load imposed by linguistic pedagogy, such as having to
recall the correct words or form the correct sentence structure.
Also, the type of pronunciation errors in read-and-record activ-
ities are strongly coloured by orthography. For example, the
spelling of the French word “et” could imply to anglophone
learners a pronunciation that rhymes with “bet,” although the
word properly sounds closer to “say.” Learners make such
mistakes prompted by their reading of the word as opposed
to by hearing it. Further, the learner may not understand the
phrase if only required to repeat it. The read-and-record task
might be suitable solely for pronunciation practice, but it is
not for communicative learning.

The second concern relates to the goals of their research. En-
gineering research tends to focus on the aforementioned PED
criteria (e.g. nativeness) independently of how the PED will

https://www.babbel.com/
http://blog.babbel.com/tech-background-babbel-speech- recognition/
http://blog.babbel.com/tech-background-babbel-speech- recognition/
http://www.rosettastone.com/
https://www.duolingo.com/


used in the classroom. These are intrinsic goals. In contrast,
research in pedagogical theory and large-scale user studies are
concerned with holistic goals, such as long-term pronunciation
improvement. The length and breadth of such interventions
blur together the effects of many day-to-day activities. Neither
set of goals addresses how the CAPT technology supports the
task for which it was designed. We call this third set of goals
a technology’s functional goals. By focusing on how CAPT
performs in the real world (such as in classrooms), research
on the functional goals of an application has more ecological
validity than research on the intrinsic goals of a PED. And
with a limited scope, its results can be more directly attributed
to the technology, rather than to an entire curriculum. This sort
of task-oriented assessment is commonplace when developing
applications in a myriad of domains at CHI [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?],
but has been conspicuously absent in the case of CALL.

Our experiment addresses the above two concerns by em-
bedding a PED into a classroom role-playing activity. At
the absolute beginner level, learners do not have an adequate
command of the target language to role-play without explicit
instruction from an expert. This and a curriculum modified
by an expert in the field, defines a real-world task for a CALL
application. Properly supporting role-playing also demands
more than just pronunciation training from the application.
Crucially, role-playing involves a social, interactive element
that is often not accounted for in CAPT research, but could
be extremely important when designing applications. We
have found that, though even very simple PEDs were benefi-
cial to participants, individual differences and the interactions
between participants were much stronger indicators of par-
ticipant success. Evidence — quantitative and qualitative —
suggests that reframing CAPT as an interaction-design prob-
lem has the potential to be far more fruitful to students than
merely improving classifier accuracy.

METHOD
As mentioned in the Background section, there has been little
to no evaluation of how CAPT feedback supports classroom
tasks. We designed an experiment to explore the efficacy of
PED technologies in beginner role-playing tasks. A PED an-
nounces a mispronunciation by either labelling, tagging, or
scoring part of a recording, so an experiment testing PEDs
will be focused on what the PED is labelling. We formulated
hypotheses along two axes. We hypothesized that a very sim-
ple PED could outperform a state-of-the-art PED in terms of
both meeting learning goals (hypothesis 1) and in providing a
simple, enjoyable user experience (hypothesis 2). To that end,
our experiment uses three “PEDs” as experimental conditions:
one based on state-of-the-art engineering; one PED acting as
a gold standard by using labels provided by a teacher; and a
set of heuristics which are not directly dependent on the audio
signal.

Three driving concerns of the experimental design were tech-
nical constraints (i.e. facilitating the PED), pedagogy, and that
the experiment should be ecologically valid.

PEDs are designed to evaluate recordings of fixed phrases.
In order to accomodate for the PED, we needed participants
to take turns recording phrases. Fortunately, we could avoid

Category Choice(number)

Total Participants 36
First Language English(11), Chinese(10),

DualEnglish(7)
Fluency in French
(1-5 asc.)

1(34), 2(2)

French Experience None(30), Software(2),
Misc(4)

Median Age 22
Gender Male(19), Female(17)
Num. Languages Fluent 2(21), 3(8), 1(7)
Hours/Day on Mobile 5(8), 3(6), 2(3), 6(3)

Table 1. Demographic information. “Mandarin” and “Cantonese” are
coded as “Chinese.” “DualEnglish” refers to those who indicated more
than one first language (one of which was always “English”).

forcing participants to read the phrases by leveraging their
limited vocabulary. Nonetheless, the PED defined the way
participants would interact with the application.

The specific brand of pedagogy we followed is based on an
abbreviated curriculum designed by an expert in the field for
an upcoming mobile French-teaching video game. The cur-
riculum is intended to satisfy the criterion for the Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages absolute
beginner level [29]. Learning occurs by modelling everyday
interactions with native speakers, then allowing learners to
role-play the dialogues themselves. The pedagogy is mostly
communicative [32], though it was modified for this experi-
ment to allow minimal focus-on-form explicit feedback. The
experimental procedure was mostly dictated by this pedagogy.

To be ecologically valid, the experiment needs to be evalu-
ated in a realistic setting using realistic measures. The above
curriculum defined part of the realistic setting: the learning
goals and tasks. In order to provide more realistic support to
learners, we decided on a Wizard-of-Oz experimental design.
The wizard, an expert language teacher, would guide learn-
ers from the guise of the application. A Wizard-of-Oz design
had the added benefit of providing teacher labels for the first
experimental condition, and a realistic means by which the
pronunciation of paricipants could be assessed.

Wizard
To recruit a wizard for our experiment, we advertised in our
university’s institute of education for a French second languge
teacher with the following qualifications: a strong background
of experience teaching French, especially to beginners; enough
knowledge of phonetics to identify and fix the pronunciation
errors of her students; and exposure to modern mainstream
pedagogy. The wizard we eventuallly decided on has a Mas-
ter’s education in Linguistics, had taught university and high
school French for 4 years, and is not part of the experimental
investigation team.

Participants
Participants were primarily recruited by poster throughout
University of Toronto facilities and through Facebook groups.
Participants were required to be at least 18 years of age, profi-
cient in English, and have no formal education in French. Pairs



of subjects in the experimental sessions were always booked
individually. Pre-study demographic information collected
can be found in Table 1.

Procedure
Each experimental session is about one hour long, though
pre-, mid-, and post- study materials extend the total time to
1.5 hours. Pre-study materials include a demographic survey,
consent forms, and a short practice scenario in English to teach
participants how to use the application. Mid-study materials
are discussed below. Post-study materials include a short
user-experience survey and a debriefing.

The hour-long session itself is divided into three twenty minute
sections, each of which is assigned an experimental condition
according to a Latin square. Most of the lesson material is non-
overlapping, though some of the earliest material reappears
in later scenarios. As a result, sections present scenarios in
fixed chronological order. After twenty minutes, plus or minus
three minutes at an experiment administrator’s discretion, par-
ticipants stop what they are doing and are given five minutes
to fill out a very brief multiple choice test, a three question
experience survey, and rest. Test and survey results depend in
part upon the dependent variables described in the Evaluation
Section. As only the earliest material in the first section is
re-used in later sections, participants are told to skip ahead to
the scenarios in the next section if the previous section is not
completed.

Within each section, participants complete a sequence of sce-
narios. Each scenario consists of a modelling phase and a
practice phase. Often, subsequent scenarios will present al-
most the same material but force participants to switch roles.

In the modelling phase, participants watch a video depict-
ing native speakers of French engaging in a French dialogue.
Generally, participants are expected to figure out what is hap-
pening by the scenario’s title and paralinguistic cues from the
dialogue, though some scenarios provide additional instruc-
tions in English at the beginning of the video (when prepiloting
revealed the scenario to be too difficult to be self-understood).
Most of the scenarios involve props (replica fruits, coins, etc.)
to better immerse themselves in their roles. Participants are
forced to watch the entirety of the video once prior to the
practice phase, though they can return to the video at any time
afterwards to play back parts of the video.

In the practice phase, participants are expected to repeat the
dialogue line-by-line into the application. Participants are
further expected to adapt the dialogue slightly to their situa-
tion, e.g., by changing the gender of the salutation they use
according to that of their partner, the name of the person they
are addressing, or, if they are shopping, what items they are
shopping for. Though the interactions are necessarily sim-
ple to accommodate beginner learners, dialogue changes are
intended to obviate participants simply memorizing the dia-
logues. Participants record their utterances line-by-line and
receive feedback from the application. Given that participants
are newly exposed to the language, there are very few phrases
that could be considered valid for a given turn in the dialogue
at their level. Part of the feedback they receive is an “accep-

Figure 1. Client interface. See text for description.

tance” or “rejection,” which dictates whether the dialogue can
proceed, or whether the participant must first fix an issue with
that dialogue turn.

While this occurs, the wizard decides on the feedback to
present to participants in real time. She administers the feed-
back through a desktop interface that is connected to the partic-
ipants’ iPad through a local area network. During piloting, she
was allowed to watch participants’ reactions to her feedback.
During the actual experiment, she is sequestered in another
room, having access only to audio. She is informed by text
message when a section is over, at which point she fills out a
1-5 ranking of each participant’s pronunciation aptitude.

An administrator - one of the authors - oversees each exper-
imental session. His goals are to ensure each section lasts
approximately 20 minutes, to ensure that participants are not
under undue stress, and to answer any questions relating to
the application. He is not permitted to provide help regarding
lesson content. Like the wizard, he is unaware in advance of
the order in which experimental conditions are presented.

INSTRUMENTS

Client Interface
Figure 1 depicts the iOS interface presented to participants.
It consists of: (1) an ordered list of all the scenarios; (2) a
cross or checkmark indicating whether the last utterance was
accepted or rejected; (3) whose turn it is to speak (players
1 and 2 are assigned prior to the first section); (4) a history
of the feedback presented to participants during the active
scenario; (5) word-level feedback for the last utterance; (6)
a press-and-hold button to record an utterance; and (7) a but-
ton to open iOS’ default video playback interface to play the
current scenario’s modelling video. Figure 2 shows how the
user engages the application to complete a scenario. Each
utterance recorded by a participant will result in three forms
of feedback: an accept/reject icon, a sound corresponding to
either the acceptance or rejection, and word-level feedback.
The accept/reject and word-level feedback are determined by
the wizard. The wizard may choose to display three question
marks (???) instead of word-level feedback. Though the pri-
mary use of the question marks is as a catch-all for invalid



Done
You said this
word correctly

You mispro-
nounced this word

Watch Video;
learn content

More dialogue
turns?

Record phrase;
recieve feedback

More words in
feedback?

What does
word look like?

You inserted
a word here

Accepted? You should have
said this word here

Full reject. Con-
sider dialogue
and try again

Yes

No

Yes

word

word

. . .

word

???

No
Yes

No

Checking feedback

Figure 2. Scenario flow chart from the user perspective.

Figure 3. Wizard interface. Doctored to remove whitespace.

phrases, it can also be used to hide valid phrases from partici-
pants if they are trying to “game” the system into presenting
them with a correct response. In word-level feedback, a valid
phrase is highlighted as follows:

• An orange word indicates that it was pronounced correctly.
• A grey word with no strikethrough indicates that it was

pronounced incorrectly.
• A grey word with a strikethrough indicates that the word

was omitted, i.e., it should have been uttered at that point,
• Grey ellipses (...) indicate that one or more additional

words were uttered at that point which should not have been.

Colours were chosen to be visibly distinct to those with red-
green colour blindness.

In addition, a word that is part of the word-level feedback can
be tapped to play a recording of a native speaker of French
saying that word. This feature was added because participants
must otherwise skip through the video to reach the target word.
It is also a form of recast, a common type of focus-on-form
feedback in communicative classrooms [28].

Wizard Interface
The wizard’s interface, depicted in Figure 3, allows for rapid
online feedback to participants. It consists of: (8) the scenario
name; (9) the most recent utterance accepted in the scenario;
(10) an inventory of valid phrases for the current dialogue turn;
(11) the phrases that the currently selected valid phrase will
lead to in the next dialogue turn; (12) the “reject” button; (13)
the modification palette; and (14) the “submit” button. Though
mouse control was provided while the wizard familiarized her-
self with the interface during prepiloting, the primary means
of interaction is through keyboard shortcuts.

The interface is enabled once a participant begins recording
an utterance. The wizard hears the ongoing utterance with less
than a second of latency and can begin formulating her feed-
back during recording, though she cannot submit the feedback
until recording has finished. She first chooses a valid phrase as
a template (10). If she rejects without picking a template, then
it is considered a full rejection. The selected template appears
in the modification palette wherein the wizard chooses to la-
bel some words as mispronounced or deleted, and then adds
inserted word indicators. The wizard then chooses whether
the word-level feedback should be accompanied with an ac-
cept or reject. In the special case where the wizard rejects
the utterance but all words remain labelled correct, the system
treats the feedback as a full rejection but shows all words to
the participant. This allows the wizard to tell participants how
to proceed when they are very stuck. This feedback is unlikely
to be confused with actual word-level feedback since it likely
follows a sequence of full rejections.

Feedback Mechanism
Figure 4 illustrates the phases of feedback generation.

In the first phase I, the participant records his attempt at the
dialogue turn.

In the second phase II, the wizard is given a list of phrases
appropriate to that turn. At the wizard’s discretion, she may
fully reject the utterance. Doing so bypasses the next phase
and sends the participant the oblique “???” feedback. If the
utterance is not fully rejected, the wizard modifies a valid
phrase with inserted, deleted, and mispronounced labels. She
also chooses whether to accept or reject the phrase. Within this
restricted mechanism, the wizard is again given full discretion
over what to label and whether to accept or reject.

In the third phase III, the PEDs calculate their feedback. The
PEDs are provided with the wizard’s labelled transcription and
accept/reject decision from phase II. However, neither PED is
privy to which, if any, words were labelled mispronounced. If
the third phase is reached, then the feedback from all PEDs is
always calculated, regardless of the actual experimental condi-
tion. This prevents the participants and wizard from detecting
the conditions due to increased or decreased processing times.
After calculations, the PEDs return their guesses of which



comme çi comme ça . . .

“ciz comme ça monsieur”
1.Bien, merci.
2.Ça va mal.
3.Comme çi comme ça.

comme çi comme ça . . . comme çi comme ça ... comme çi comme ça . . .

??? comme çi comme ça . . .
Full reject

Wizard

SC

SotA

I

II III

Figure 4. Phases of feedback generation. See text for details.

words were mispronounced. The feedback ultimately returned
to the participants varies according to experimental condition.

One of the goals of this experimental design is to hide the
experimental condition from the wizard. There are two rea-
sons for this. First, one of the measures collected relies on the
wizard’s perception of participant improvement, which may be
altered if she was aware that her feedback was being overrid-
den or tampered with. Second, the wizard might have changed
her teaching style to accommodate what she perceives as an
unreliable feedback mechanism, which would have invalidate
the comparison between conditions. Instead, the wizard con-
trols the flow of the dialogue and reliably provides word-level
feedback. By hiding the results of phase III, the wizard can-
not reliably distinguish a mismatched label from an obstinate
participant.

Pronunciation Error Detectors
As mentioned previously, two PEDs in addition to the wizard
herself are tested as experimental conditions. The first is based
on a state-of-the-art PED which determines from acoustic data
whether words are pronounced natively or non-natively. The
second is a heuristic model which uses bootstrapped scores
from phonetics literature combined with assumptions about
the dialogue state to guess which words are mispronounced.
The PEDs determine which words to label correct and which
to label mispronounced.

The State-of-the-Art (SotA) PED trains per-word Gaussian
mixture models over all instances of that word in a corpus as
background (prior) models. It then adapts two new models
from the background model: one for native and one for non-
native word instances. For a new word and its corresponding
audio, SotA guesses the label by discovering the model that
would sample that word with greater likelihood. In short,
SotA decides whether words are mispronounced according to
whether they are closer to a prototype native or prototype non-
native recording. SotA was trained using pilot data and expert
labels, described in [30]. Word segments are computed online
through Viterbi alignment of the audio data with Pocketsphinx
[21].

The heuristic model, called the Sum-Context (SC) model,
decides which words to label as mispronounced based on a
series of rules and a bootstrapped scoring mechanism derived
from phonetics research literature. Given a sequence of words,
each word is given a difficulty score by summing the scores
of its phonemic transcription. Scores are derived from a few

papers which specifically study French vowels often confused
by anglophone learners. The other part of the model is the
rules, which are based on assumptions about the dialogue state.
They are, in brief:

1. There is no need to label mispronunciations in accepted
utterances - participants are unlikely to search for errors in
this case.

2. If there are inserted or deleted words, then do not label any
words as mispronounced. Participants will focus on the
insertions/deletions first.

3. Otherwise, sort the words in a list according to score, select
the worst, and label all instances of that word as mispro-
nounced. If the same phrase is rejected again immediately
afterwards, select the second worst, etc. If the phrase is
accepted or a new phrase is rejected, reset the list.

SC only labels words as mispronounced when there is no other
possible source of mistake, then picks one word to label as
mispronounced. Generally that word is the most difficult one
by score, but after repeated rejections it will attempt other
words. More implementation details can be found in our
supplementary document.

The motivation behind SC is not to provide correct, immedi-
ate feedback to learners, as per our hypotheses. The scoring
mechanism is very crude and, importantly, does not analyze
any audio recordings at all. Instead, SC operates under the
assumption that it is more important that learners engage in
critical self-evaluation of their pronunciation than it is to pro-
vide the right feedback. Note that, even with SC, the proposed
CAPT application would not be free of all audio processing:
something would have to take the role of the wizard in recog-
nizing speech and accepting or rejecting utterances. However,
the remaining roles could be filled by bootstrapping an off-
the-shelf speech recognizer, such as Google Speech5, to a
decision-making algorithm.

In [30] it was found that the effectiveness of the PEDs tested
were highly sensitive to tuning their labelling thresholds. In
order to make SotA as competitive as possible, SotA’s thresh-
olds were tuned to maximize agreement with wizard labels on
a few sessions of pilot data. This courtesy, an unrealistic boon
to SotA, was not extended to SC.

5https://cloud.google.com/speech/

https://cloud.google.com/speech/


Evaluation
Tests for significance and effects are conducted using
Multi-level Linear Modelling (MLM). MLM is a powerful
scheme of linearly modelling dependent variables with in-
dependent variables. MLM extends the notion of grouping
repeated measures (such as over subjects in Repeated Mea-
sures Analysis Of VAriance (RM-ANOVA)) to an arbitrary
number of grouping variables. For our experiment, we wished
to capture both individual and paired effects. By using MLM’s
hierarchy of “levels,” we can specify that paired effects (level
3) can only influence the dependent variables (level 1) indi-
rectly by influencing the individual (level 2). Lastly, unlike
RM-ANOVA, MLM can handle violations of sphericity. More
information on MLM can be found in [36].

After every section in a session, we measured seven dependent
variables related to participants’ experience and performance
over the last section. These variables were chosen after dis-
cussion with our pre-pilot wizard (a trained teacher) as well as
our own observations. Likert-scale variables reflect user affect
related to motivation [5]. Others are analogue to standard
classroom assessments.

Average Rejections Per Accept (AvgRej): The wizard may
halt participants’ progress through the scenarios by rejecting
utterances until a participant addresses some problem with
them. AvgRej is the average number of times that utterances
are rejected per dialogue turn, measured over the last section.

Number of Scenarios Completed (NumScen): The number
of scenarios completed in the last section. Whereas AvgRej
focuses on improvements at the utterance level, including
pronunciation and grammar, NumScen captures the rate at
which participants are exposed to new concepts.

Number of Quiz Questions Correct (NumQuiz): 5 questions
on vocabulary and semantics are administered to participants
at the end of each section pertaining to that section. The
questions were written beforehand by the wizard and can be
answered unambiguously. Points are not deducted for spelling.

Harder than Last (Hard): Post-section, participants are asked
to rate between 1 and 5 inclusively how much they agree with
the statement, “The scenarios have been harder since my last
break,” where 1 is full disagreement.

More Confusing than Last (Confusing): Same as Hard, but
with the statement, “The feedback I’ve recieved since my last
break has been more confusing.”

Enjoyment: 1-5 agreement with the assertion, “I am enjoying
myself.” Unlike Hard and Confusing, this rating could be
collected for the initial segment.

Wizard Pronunciation Score (PronScore): After every section,
the wizard determines a score for each player. The score is
from 1-5, a score of 1 indicating “most words are still causing
him or her issues,” and 5 indicating “all words pronounced
well; errors very rare.” This is the closest to a direct measure
of pronunciation skill that we collect. The wizard participated
a number of prepilot sessions in which she could hone her
assessment.

Tests of the significance of fixed effects in MLM are performed
with F-tests, just like Analysis Of VAriance (ANOVA). Fixed
effects are the constant contribution of an independent variable.
By analogy, if we measure the effect of studying for some test
versus not at all, the fixed effect would be some constant
improvement in test scores. In this experiment, we model the
fixed effects of the choice of PED and the section number
(both as level 1 predictors). The effect of studying would
likely be corrupted by a number of random effects, such as
the student, the time of day, etc. In this experiment, we treat
the participant (level 2) and group (level 3) IDs as random
effects. In RM-ANOVA, an F-test is perfomed by taking the
ratio of the mean-squared error of a linear model including the
repeated measures (fixed) variable over one that excludes the
fixed variable. Likewise, the MLM F-test compares the error
of a model with a fixed effect over a model without it.

Since we are interested in only the main effects of variables,
we perform Type-II tests of significance (FCond and FSection,
resp.). We use Kenward-Roger approximations of degrees of
freedom [24]. If the results are significant, we look at the
fixed (constant) effects of the section variable and each factor
of the experimental condition. As is always the case with a
factored experimental design, one factor gets absorbed into
the intercept of the model. We chose the wizard condition to
model the intercept; fixed effects of experimental condition are
therefore relative to the wizard’s condition. The fixed effects
of variables are reported as β , with a margin of error of σ̂ . β

can be interpreted as the difference in the measured variable
relative to either the wizard condition or the first section. β and
σ̂ are only calculated when fixed effects reach significance.

Though there is no significance test for random effects, we
can measure how “important” the effect is by its standard
deviation, σ . ρ measures the interclass correlation coefficient
of a random variable, which acts similarly to ANOVA’s partial
η2.

MLM analysis was performed using the Linear Mixed-Effects
package lme4 [2], Restricted Maximum Likelihood fitting,
and with a power level of α < 0.05. Prior to analysis,
data were screened for univariate skewness and kurtosis at
power α < .001. AvjRej had highly positive kurtosis (z =
36.2, p = .000). AvjRej (z = 12.2, p = .000) and NumQuiz
(z = 5.19, p = .000) had highly positive and negative skew-
ness, respectively. Attempted transformations did little to
improve the biases; dependent variables were analyzed un-
transformed for interpretability. There was only one instance
of a univariate outlier at α < .001, and only for AvgRej. The
specific formulae for the MLM analysis can be found in our
supplementary materials.

In addition, we collected the PEDs’ and wizard’s labels. As
mentioned in the Background section, the standard method
of evaluating PEDs is to compare generated labels to a “cor-
rect” set. This method can be applied here by considering the
wizard labels the correct set. We used Cohen’s Kappa (κ) to
measure the degree of agreement between wizard labels and
each of the PEDs’ labels. κ allows us to judge whether the
speech engineer’s method of evaluation predicts the real-world
PronScore.



Variable FSection FCond

AvgRej 8.5** .37
NumScen 41*** .30
NumQuiz 7.3** 2.1
Hard 2.0 1.3
Confusing 1.6 .79
Enjoyment 2.2 3.4*
PronScore 43*** 2.9†

Table 2. Type II F-tests of significance against
measured variables. † p ∈ (.05, .06), * p ≤ .05,
** p ≤ .01, *** p ≤ .001

PED κ

SotA .186
SC .344

Table 3. Co-
hen’s κ between
Wizard and PED
labels.

β (σ̂)

Variable SotA SC Section

AvgRej - - −.12(.04)**
NumScen - - −1.1(.17)***
NumQuiz - - −.33(.12)**
Enjoyment −.06(.11) .22(.11)† -
PronScore −.31(.17) −.39(.17)* .56(.08)***

Table 4. Fixed effects and standard errors. 2-tailed t-tests of signif-
icance are included. See warning in text about analyzing PronScore
effects. †p ∈ (.05, .06), * p ≤ .05, ** p ≤ .01, *** p ≤ .001

Variable σindiv(ρ) σpair(ρ)

AvgRej .31(.42) .09(.03)
NumScen - .98(.49)
NumQuiz .67(.29) .07(.00)
Hard .58(.29) .38(.12)
Confusing .79(.38) .54(.18)
Enjoyment .64(.64) 0(0)
PronScore .67(.38) .48(.19)

Table 5. Random effects of individuals and pairs.

RESULTS
Table 2 shows a significant contribution of experimental con-
ditions only on Enjoyment. There was no significant effect
of Section on any of the user experience variables (Hard,Con-
fusing, and Enjoyment), but a significant effect on all the rest.
We performed a fixed-effect analysis of PED on PronScore
because: a) the F-test was marginally significant, and b) it is
highly relevant to hypothesis 1. However, those fixed effects
(listed in Table 4) can only be considered part of a post-hoc
analysis - PronScore did not actually meet significance.

Table 4 shows that participants tended to enjoy SC feedback
around .2 to .3 Likert scale points more than Wizard or SotA
feedback. SC and SotA feedback had similarly negative ef-
fects on PronScore, leading to scores around .3 to .4 points
lower than the wizard’s. However, only the negative effect
of SC reaches significance. This relationship is not predicted
by measuring the agreement between wizard and PED labels;
according to Table 3, SC is in far greater agreement than SotA
with the wizard. All significant Section effects from Table 2
are also significant in Table 4. As the section number in-
creases, participants complete fewer scenarios and get fewer
quiz questions correct. However, their responses are accepted
faster and their pronunciation score improves over time as
well. Table 5 shows modelled variation due to participants and
pairs. Most measures have considerable variation between par-

ticipants – a standard deviation between participants is often
close to a full point on the variable’s scale. The model also
shows considerable, though smaller, variation due to group
dynamics.

DISCUSSION
Improving pronunciation is one of the core goals of second
language learning, and as such, of CAPT research. While our
study was designed to investigate the role of PED quality in
supporting pronunciation training within an interactive context,
we first discuss here some observations and analyses related
to our participants’ short-term improvements to pronunciation
performance.

Clearly, from Table 4, there is a significant positive effect of
section on PronScore. This is easily interpreted to be an overall
improvement in pronunciation over time. We did not find a
significant effect of the experimental condition on PronScore,
which means we do not have enough evidence to accept (or
reject) the first hypothesis. Here, we explore the patterns in
the experimental data to uncover other factors influencing the
relationship between PEDs and PronScore.

As mentioned in Results, we calculated the fixed effects of
experimental conditions on PronScore, despite not reaching
significance. Table 4 suggest SC and SotA had a similarly
negative effect on PronScore, though only the SC-Wizard re-
lationship reached significance with a 2-tailed t-test. Though
the absolute difference in effect size is very small (.08 points),
small differences in performance may accumulate over time. A
post-hoc F-test checking for significant interactions between
section and condition gave none (F(2,83) = .67). Nonethe-
less, we plot PronScore over condition and time to search for
indications of future performance.

The left-hand plot of Figure 5 shows the means and 95%
confidence intervals of PronScore, distributed over section
and condition. The positive effect of time on instruction is
clearly seen in this graph: subsequent sections per condition
have mostly non-overlapping confidence intervals. However,
the raw measures do not compensate for individual or pair
effects. The right-hand plot of Figure 5 normalizes the means
and variances of PronScores by participants. The method,
described in [10, 26, 1], emulates the sort of within-subjects
normalization that occurs in RM-ANOVA.

The most noticeable difference between PEDs and the clearest
benefit of wizard labels is observed in the second section. This
could explain the significant negative effect of SC listed in
Table 4. Each activity in the second section began by reading
aloud a unique place name (the only reading in the experiment).
The wizard remarked that these place names were often too
difficult for beginner learners to say. Given that each place
name occurs once, SC’s strategy of moving through possible
mistakes one at a time is likely detrimental. However, by the
third section, scores in each condition have almost converged.

Participants tended to enjoy the SC condition the most. As
neither PronScore nor NumQuiz reached significance over
experimental conditions, it is unlikely that participant enjoy-
ment was tied to participants’ real performances. Indeed, no
post-study survey questions related to user satisfaction were
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Figure 5. PronScore over time and experimental condition. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. See text for a description.

significantly correlated to PronScore. It is also unlikely that
participants were more frustrated by the quality of feedback
in the wizard and state-of-the-art conditions since Confusing
was so far from significance. There was no decrease in (and
even a slight increase in) the number of rejections in the SC
condition, which makes it unlikely that participants percieved
faster progress in the SC condition. The implementation of SC
would seem to suggest that only a select few words would be
labelled mispronounced. However, the distribution of words
labelled mispronounced was almost identical to the wizard
condition. This means that participants were unlikely to have
benefitted from attending to a smaller set of words (which
should have impacted PronScore anyway). The most likely an-
swer to the increased enjoyment we have found is that, in total,
there were significantly fewer words labelled mispronounced
in SC conditions (µSotA = 57.8, µWiz = 35.9, µSC = 23.05). If
true, this result points to the importance of judicious applica-
tion of feedback, perhaps to only target phonemes [27], and
only some of the time. This further reinforces the need for
HCI research into the functional goals of CALL.

While our short-term study does not establish the superiority
of one PED over another, significant improvements over time
do show the value of the computer-assisted role-playing task in
itself. This post-hoc analysis shows that pronunciation scores
are improving regardless of the quality of the PED. In other
words, there is evidence that an HCI practitioner can design
a CALL application that supports pronunciation feedback by
only providing coarse, utterance-level analysis of audio. There
is even some evidence suggesting that participants enjoy these
systems more, in line with our second hypothesis (albeit of
marginal size). We also note that the measure used in engineer-
ing PEDs, the κ , predicts the entirely opposite relationship
than the one suggested by MLM. It is therefore not obvious
how simple, offline evaluations such as a Cohen’s Kappa could
be of use in predicting future support for this collaborative
task. This is of particular relevance to HCI practitioners and in-
teraction designers who are attempting to build pronunciation
support tools but face the barriers of laboriously construct-
ing and fine-tuning PEDs or other aspects of the underlying
speech technology.

Though our experimental results help to break down per-
ceived technological barriers that keep HCI practitioners out

Assertion Mean Median Stddev

I received help from my partner 4.0 4 1.2
I would have preferred learning alone 2.3 2 1.1
I was comfortable around my partner 4.2 4 0.97

Table 6. All post-study survey results relating to partners. Participants
indicate between 1 and 5 how much they agree with an assertion, 1 being
strongly disagree.

of CAPT, the values in Table 5 point to a much more potent
source of variability (and opportunity) in the experiment: the
pair of students (learners). Our experiment was specifically
designed to investigate PEDs within the context of paired role-
playing. The post-study survey results (Table 6) indicate that
participants appeared to have generally preferred having part-
ners. However, determining whether the paired aspect of the
interaction contributed positively or negatively to learner goals
would require a separate investigation and a different experi-
mental setup (outside the scope of the present study). What
we can analyze, though, is how important the collaborative
aspect of a learning support interface is when compared to the
choice of PED.

Table 5 shows how much variability in the measured variable
was attributed by the model to either individual or pair effects.
While the random effects are by definition unpredictable, they
give some idea of how the choice of one group or another im-
pacts the variable. Interestingly, the variable with the greatest
magnitude random pair effects (NumScen, Hard, Confusing,
and PronScore) can all be related to the shared responsibility
of completing scenarios. That is, they can reflect the effective-
ness of the dyad’s collaborative problem solving. In contrast,
NumQuiz and Enjoyment relate to the the understanding and
experience of the individual. The above interpretation meshes
well with our informal observations that participants treated
the task more as a puzzle to solve than a legitimate role-play.
Unfortunately, if true, this means the application went beyond
the role of providing feedback to driving the task.

Interpretation aside, comparing the fixed effects of PED in
Table 4 to the random effects of pairs in Table 5, there is
a clear possibility that leveraging group dynamics is more
important than employing accurate speech technologies in
improving participants’ pronunciation. This is encouraging



for human-computer interaction: getting the interaction de-
sign right with respect to supporting collaboration between all
parties involved is critical, and designers do not need to wait
for perfectly-accurate PEDs. We discuss the opportunities
presented by these findings in the following section.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR HCI
As this experiment has shown, the goals of CAPT speech
technologies can be out of touch with realistic expectations.
We have seen that, within the limited scope and length of this
study, that a baseline technology with only coarse-grained
processing can still lead to improved pronunciation in learners.
The authors of [11] also found that recognition accuracy did
not matter much in their task. They argued that doing the
activity was more important to learning than the content of the
activity. In other words, the speech technology is secondary to
the role it takes in the learning process.

We believe that the fundamental question of CAPT is not
how to use a specific technology to help teach pronunciation.
The greater question is of how technology could be used to
help teach pronunciation. If speech technologies are tools for
CAPT (an analogy proposed in [13]), then the difference is
between designing tools to help with a goal, and finding a use
for a tool that one already has. Design is the principal concern,
which means, contrary to the ambivalence exhibited in the
past, CAPT is in the domain of HCI.

Consider our experimental setup. In order to facilitate the
technological constraints of the PED, we forced learners to
record each utterance individually. Instead, had we started
fresh from the question “How can we facilitate explicit pro-
nunciation feedback in classroom-based paired role-playing
tasks?” then we might have tried to leverage the fact that an
expert source of feedback, the teacher, would be present in the
classroom. Instead of trying to accurately analyze speech and
present feedback directly, we could focus on sampling real-
time audio clips of different pairs to the teacher so that she may
provide explicit feedback to many pairs at one time. In such a
design, randomly sampling students (or giving priority based
on teacher discretion) may be sufficiently useful to teachers,
bypassing the need for complicated speech technologies al-
together. This may or may not be enhanced by output from
speech technologies that could aid the teacher (e.g. by more
effectively making timely decisions about which students to
sample based on pronunciation rankings determined by the
speech technologies running in the background).

Of particular interest to CHI is the dynamism of interaction
between pairs of participants that was not exploited in our
experiment. Since CAPT is often framed as an independent
study tool [4], group dynamics have been broadly ignored.
One standard deviation of the random effects of pairs in Ta-
ble 5 is greater than the fixed effect of PEDs in Table 4. We
informally observed a strong social pressure to perform when
a participant’s partner was highly motivated. We found signifi-
cant pairwise differences in post-study reports of participants’
comfort with and the helpfulness of their partners based on
their age (p < .05). There are also well-known cultural barri-
ers to overcome that could impact the efficacy of group work

[7, 20]. A potentially great asset in making CAPT a collabora-
tive venture is that partners can help return some of the depth
and complexity of spoken interaction when a CAPT system
inevitably simplifies it.

This is not to say that other types of research are not necessary
to the development of CAPT systems. A PED must be trained
on some criterion that is immediately measurable. Also, as the
Dutch-CAPT example shows us [27], they may be very effec-
tive in the read-and-record tasks. Wholistic, long-term studies
can show us the long-term effects of applications when they
interact with other language learning activities. Nonetheless,
defining the role of a CAPT technology is integral to its evalu-
ation. By communicating the roles of a technology to teachers,
they are in better positions not only to assess their long-term
feasibility, but step in when the technology is clearly failing in
its task. This, in turn, eases the burden of the designer from
building a “good” system to one that is “good enough” [23].

CONCLUSIONS
While speech technologies have improved dramatically in re-
cent years, their use in language learning applications has
largely been limited to “read-and-record” activities. Teaching
pronunciation continues (justifiably) to be more effectively
conducted in the context of classroom instruction, through ac-
tivities such as paired role-playing. Speech-enabled Computer-
Assisted Pronunciation Training (CAPT) applications do not
yet provide adequate support to such environments despite a
need for them, particularly in larger-size classrooms. We in-
vestigated the suitability of CAPT speech technologies, specif-
ically Pronunciation Error Detectors (PEDs), for providing
feedback in role-playing tasks for beginner learners of French.
Our ecologically valid experiment provides evidence that
sentence-level processing with no fine-grained audio process-
ing can support the language learning process. We propose
that the design of CAPT systems to perform a specific task
within an interaction between two learners is far more impor-
tant to learning outcomes than technological goals, making
the field perfectly ripe for HCI intervention.
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